The curative power of connectivity:
using digital tech to support public
health and economic growth
Government workshop discussions
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Part 1

Observation: ICTs for business resumption
1. The rules for the ‘new normal’
2. ICTs help with the resumption of daily life
3. Innovative applications of digital solutions – lessons from China
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Rules applied for different phases

Rules for Safe Work Resumption Need ICT Technology Support
Early stage
Industries for Work
Resumption
Work Resumption
Ratio

Late stage

Manufacturing，Finance, Telecom,
Chemical, Energy, Construction
<30%

Restaurant, Retail

Recovery phase
Entertainment, Schools,
Tourism

80%

>95%

Required for Community,
Not required for Campus
Mandatory

Required in Public
Transportation only
Not required
Not required

Rules

Health Code

Required for Community & Campus

Health Declaration

Mandatory

Mask Wearing

All day, all people, all areas

Temperature Testing

All people in Community & Campus

Not required in open areas
All people in Community and
Campus

Disinfecting

3 times per day

3 times per day

1 time per day

Dining

No eating in canteen

Eating in canteen as usual

Notification to everyone

All areas

Eating in canteen by shift time,
1.5m apart
Urban densely populated

Contactless Transaction

ICT solution related

Not required in Campus

Focusing on foreign visitors
only

Online Classes
Smart Campus Mgmt.

Health Code app
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Flatten

Business resumption

Digital solutions enable social life and essential business operation
Digital healthcare

Digital society governance

Digital home life

Digital responsibility

General System for
Resumption of Production

Home shopping

Remote diagnosis and training

CT and X-ray scanning for AI-based
image recognition

Remote monitoring

Health QR code

Home entertainment

Thermal imaging
thermometry

Remote working

Carrier's loudspeaker

Home virtual class
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Emergency medical area coverage

Remote coverage

Proverty alleviation

New technology against COVID

AI starts playing an important role in medical domain，for example

Cloud Screening

CT Scan

CT Scan

Report

Now
AI Aided
Huawei AI + Radiologist
AI aided diagnosis: 10s **
Doctor confirmation: ~ 2mins
Vs.
Doctor alone: 12 mins

PACS
~2 mins

Previous
Manually
Radiologist
**Data transfer time is excluded

• Cloud and AI-assisted diagnosis is 6 times faster than manual operations
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Automatic: 30s
Vs.
Typing : 2mins

Digital solutions

The Health Code QR
Govt’s Requirements

Pain Points
Difficult for enterprise to know
employee’s health status. Hard to

•

The National Information Center launched the “Health Code
Standard” as a technical specification. Health code was required

in campus, residential areas, and public transportation

recognize risks

• Confirmed patient
• Highly suspected case
• Close contact with
confirmed or highly
suspected case

Manual testing and manual
form-filling is time-consuming
and inefficient

• Flu/cold like symptoms
• Resident from high
outbreak area

Non-digital methods cannot

guarantee the accuracy of

• All the others

health status
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Flatten

Business resumption

Massive QR code application enabling contactless service

Airport : Contactless
•
•

Self service
Online search and express delivery

2020 23/01 ~06/05：Accumulative 140 billion QR code scan
1.

Tencent Health Code covers nearly 1 billion people, with 26 billion scans

2.

The number of WeChat transactions increased 10 times

Infrared thermometry door for
temperature checking
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Flatten

Business resumption

Migrating business to online models by way of an enhanced digital experience has become
crucial for companies in China – but is also spurring innovation and reinvention

Wuhan lighting show by CMCC
Order here

Online shopping for Hubei commodities
by TV & online celebrity

Digital has Become Central

Using VR on 5G for online sales
(Real estate, hotel promotion, cars…)

5G live(VR) broadcast for tourism or event
Everest 5G live broadcast

1.

Enhance: With interest in online businesses steadily rising，they are improving customers’ digital experience

2.

Accelerate: businesses can accelerate the pace of digitalisation with new technologies：

Wuhan Sakura live

Cloud、AI、5G、block chain…
1.

Reinvent: digital tools enable businesses to redesign processes from the ground up, reboot how work gets done, and redefine the business
model

- McKinsey Report in April
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Flatten

Business resumption

E-commerce live broadcasts : half of China’s internet players are involved
Big 4: TikTok Live, Taobao Live , Quick Hand, WeChat Live

1.

In 2019, 504 million people watched and the number is expected to rise to 526 million in 2020. Generated RMB916 billion in sales, or 8.7% of China's
online retail volume.

2.

Q1,2020: More than 100 mayors took part in live broadcasts to talk up products from their city;

3.

There were 4 million E-commerce live broadcasts in Q1, according to the Ministry of Commerce.
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Fight

Stimulate domestic demand

Stimulate consumption: “Shopping festivals”

Shanghai's Double Five
Shopping Festival

1.

24-hour event, both online and offline, generated 15 billion CNY in sales in Q1.

2.

In the May 1-10 period (a public holiday), online retail sales soared to 40 billion CNY, while store sales exceeded 48.2 billion CNY. Customer flows into downtown
business districts increased 68.4 percent from the previous month.

3.

Various provincial governments, supported by the central government have distributed US$800 in digital vouchers to support SMEs.

Ongoing in May and June…
Over 600 events, 120 of them city-wide, including the first Shanghai Nightlife Festival which is designed to boost nighttime consumption.
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Part 2

Medium and long-term

Industrial Transformation & Economic Recovery
1. Investment in the digital economy is likely to provide the best returns on capital
employed and boost the economic recovery
2. Digital economy policy actions：Germany, Spain, South Korea and Japan
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The likely strength of the economic recovery remains highly uncertain
Views from leading economists

Professor Paul
Krugman, Nobel
Memorial Prize in
Economic Sciences

Krugman proposes a government
led investment-centered stimulus
almost indefinitely (for the US but
other countries by extension). “It
would cushion the economy when
adverse shocks hit… it wouldn’t hurt
either, given low interest rates and
the need for public investment.”
Summers believes the impact of
Covid-19 will be to deepen Secular
Stagnation. Risk aversion in the
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Professor Larry
Summers, Former
Chief Economist World
Bank and Former
Director National
Economic Council

private sector will increase
permanently, leading to more
precautionary savings by
households, and less investment
by businesses. As he puts it, “just
in case will replace just in time”

Fiscal stimulus through government investment proven to provide the best return

Fiscal Support
Investment Multiplier
>1.0

In economics, the fiscal multiplier is the ratio of change in
national income arising from a change in government
spending.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) advised
governments in April 2020 that the best fiscal multipliers
result from increased government expenditure in
investment (infrastructure in particular). Better than
increased consumption by government, decreases in
taxation and transfers to citizens.

Moreover, a study by the European
Commission (2016) suggests the direct
multiplier alone on 5G infrastructure
investment is around 2.5, far in excess of
general infrastructure investment.
Source: European Commission 2016. 5G deployment could bring millions of jobs
and billions of euros benefits, study finds. https://ec.europa.eu/digital-singlemarket/en/news/5g-deployment-could-bring-millions-jobs-and-billions-eurosbenefits-study-finds
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The most digitalized countries will recover faster and more strongly from the pandemic crisis
Estimated strength of GDP recovery vs Huawei Global Connectivity Index Score
7.0

•

The implied strength of
economic recovery (based
on IMF forecasts) in 2021
suggests that those
countries with the highest
levels of economic
digitalization will
experience the strongest
economic recoveries.

•

The extent of digitalization
in a country is based on
Huawei’s Global
Connectivity Index for
2019 – it ranks 79 nations
ICT maturity, and digital
economic performance.
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Denmark
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In May the German government committed to "Investment in Future Mobility"
•

•

German Federal Transport Minister Andreas Scheuer proposed a
€28-billion ($31 billion) "Investment in Future Mobility" economic
stimulus package to boost digital infrastructure and rail transport.

Readiness for Industry 4.0
(Overall)

Sub-Index - Availability of ICT
Bahrain

Japan

Netherlands

South Korea

Scheuer stated “that the coronavirus pandemic had showed how
important a well-developed digital infrastructure is” adding that
“it has brought to light the necessity of a sustainable expansion of
broadband and mobile communications networks.”

United Kingdom

Germany

United Arab Emirates

Switzerland

Japan

China

Hong Kong SAR

Czech Republic

•

•

United States

As part of the investment, €3 billion would go to the federal
digital infrastructure fund, while another €5 billion would be used
to spur a "quantum leap" in network expansion that includes
expanding access to 5G networks.
Although Germany scores well overall on ‘Readiness for Industry
4.0’ country comparative indexes (see chart), it noticeably lags on
measures of ICT capability. The German government’s digital
infrastructure investment plan will provide a significant boost to
Germany’s overall competitiveness in smart manufacturing and
reshoring activities.
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Source: Readiness for the Future of Production Report 2018, World Economic Forum, A.T. Kearney
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9.2

Spain: Subsidies to encourage operators’ investment in economic
recovery
Fiscal measures:
Spain’s central government will provide 16 billion Euros to regional governments, with 6 billion Euros to be disbursed immediately and the remainder in the second
half of the year.

New program to support connectivity: Giga Society
The government plans to launch Giga Society in July to enhance connectivity across the country. This solution is a government subsidy scheme that encourages
operators to invest in underserved areas. It’s a key part of the post-pandemic national economic reconstruction plan.

5G pilot project
The government's determination to promote 5G remains
unchanged. The second phase of the state-subsidized 5G
pilot project is in process.

Source：Government of Spain
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South Korea: Announces a “Digital New Deal” to boost economic recovery
Major fiscal stimulus announced

Korea to become leading digital nation
On May 7th 2020, the South Korean government
greatly increased its commitment to investing in the
digital economy for job creation and also as a
response to COVID-19.
Speaking later in May, President Moon Jae-in stated
“The Korean version of the New Deal is a new
national development strategy to leap from a
follower country to a pacesetting nation."

Represents biggest fiscal boost in decades

Digital “New Deal” to focus on 10 major initiatives

(1) Data infrastructure enhancement for
every cycle
(2) Greater data collection and utilization for
the convenience of the public
(3) Early 5G infrastructure establishment and
roll-out
(4) 5G convergence promotion
(5) AI data and infrastructure expansion

(6) AI convergence in every industry
(7) Preparation for more non-contact services
(8) Cloud and cyber security network
enhancement
(9) Digitalization of old infrastructure components
(10) Digital logistics service system establishment.

Source: https://pulsenews.co.kr/view.php?year=2020&no=466656
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Japan：Tax Deduction & Exemption for 5G Deployment, Subsidies in specific Regions
More Support for 5G Campus Network
Construction: Tax Reduction + Subsidy

Tax exemption and reduction for
operators investing in 5G

•

A tax credit of 15%

•

50% of assets tax-free (within 3 years)

•

Special subsidies: total subsidy package

Within 2 years, 15% of operators' investment in

5G site construction will be deducted from the
corporate tax
•

30% of the investment is included in the
depreciation of equipment to offset the tax
payable

5G construction in specific areas,
with extra subsidies
•

$800 million subsidy
budget package

reaches $650 million
•

15% of 5G investment is tax-free.

•

30% of investments included in equipment

extra subsidies for 5G
construction in sparsely
populated areas or areas

depreciation

without signals

Local 5G

5G
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Thanks ！
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